
CIDEON advises and supports companies in implementing inno-
vations and optimising engineering processes. As solution partner 
of United VARs, Cideon has strengthened the United VARs solution 
portfolio with the corresponding SAP PLM know-how.

INTEGRATED  SOLUTIONS FOR 
YOUR ENGINEERING PROCESS

CUSTOMER NEEDS   
 
All Cideon customers have a common focus: engineering.

Their tasks are on the one hand in the development and production 
of customer-specific machines and systems or on the other hand in 
innovative products. Each customer faces a whole range of challen-
ges in order to remain competitive. This always emerges as part of 
our projects. 

Starting with the challenge of developing more and more complex 
products. For example, networking with other systems or using 
completely new production technologies and new materials.

This requires a high degree of innovation, which must take place de-
spite growing cost pressure, ever-shorter development cycles and a 
growing shortage of skilled workers. In addition, the globalization of 
markets means that producers must increasingly comply with coun-
try-specific regulations or laws. Means: Products often have to be 
adapted country-specifically, which in turn requires additional effort 
when creating the documentation. 

CUSTOMER CHALLENGES 
 
To meet these challenges, our clients deal with topics such as stan-
dardization and automation.

In detail, we then speak of keywords such as PLM, PDM, CAD, data 
security, lean manufacturing or ERP integration. The optimization 
of the PDM/PLM and ERP processes, for example, has the goal of 
avoiding errors with continuous data and information flow and dis-
tributing information transparently. 

The aim of the standardization requires both a corresponding 
methodology in CAD and a corresponding data management. The 
automation of PDM/ERP processes, such as the change and release 
or article and BOM process as well as the automated generation of 
neutral formats also contains great potential.

These solutions can all be summarized under the term digitization 
and here is the expertise of Cideon.



SOLUTIONS CIDEON   
 
CIDEON - efficient engineering is the claim 
under which we summarize all our activities.

By this, we mean the optimal interaction 
between the company processes, the soft-
ware systems used and the employees who 
work with them. Efficient engineering means 
for CIDEON to implement powerful software 
systems and to adapt them optimally to 
the company processes. Both the system 
landscape and the company processes are 
subject to constant change and the emp-
loyees are facing a great challenge. In order 
for employees to accept the processes and 
systems, they must be well trained on the 
systems, and the systems must properly 
map the processes.

Both are mandatory for efficient engineering.

Another key component in engineering is the 
management of all product data. Suitable 
filing structures improve search and research 
options and consistent change processes as 
well as automatically generated neutral for-
mats safeguard your processes. The creation 
of articles and parts lists and the connection 
to your ERP system creates a consistency in 
the logistical processes.

With SAP Direct Integration, we offer our 
customers a highly efficient and secure        
interface-free integration of their CAD sys-
tems into SAP. The integration developed by 
Cideon and distributed by SAP enables data 
and document management in the familiar 
SAP environment as well as the possibility of 
output management and integrated articles 
and BOM processes.

CIDEON BENEFITS   
 
Individual, professional and security 
Customers with individual requirements parti-
cularly value our expert know-how in the spe-
cialist areas and the flexible implementation 
of their individual wishes.

Agile project approaches 
Whether classic waterfall or agile - our goal 
is to work together with you to make projects 
manageable and successfully implemented.

Project security 
Due to our large, nationwide consulting team, 
we give you the important project security that 
there are no delays.

Internationality 
We also realize cross-location and internatio-
nal projects with our large and experienced 
consulting team.

Managed Services 
In order to be able to ensure optimal customer 
care even after the project, we offer scalable 
services from support to outsource full-ser-
vice. In doing so, we attach great importance 
to early involvement of service employees to 
ensure a smooth transition from the imple-
mentation project to ongoing operations. 

stronger than one

United VARs is the world´s largest alliance of 50+ SAP 
solution providers based in more than 90 countries. 
United VARs member companies are focused on the 
mid-market, are leaders within their sector and have 
been recognized with the SAP Platinum Partner status; 
which assures first-class service. For customers with 
global SAP implementation requirements, United VARs 
guarantees the best service and support for its custo-
mers‘ international roll-out projects, ERP optimization 
projects and cross-border nearshoring.
www.united-vars.com

United VARs

ABOUT US

Cideon

CIDEON provides advice and support to businesses on im-
plementing innovation and optimising engineering proces-
ses to raise performance, customer benefits and business 
value. They focus on the various sections within design as 
well as the administration and maintenance of product data 
through to the integration in inventory control systems.
CIDEON is Autodesk Platinum Partner in the German spea-
king region, partner to PROCAD, a Platinum Build Partner 
to SAP SE and software partner to Dassault Systèmes. It 
employs around 300 personnel at 15 locations in the DACH 
region. CIDEON - efficient engineering. 
www.cideon.com


